John C. Harguth: An Inventory of His Collection
RG 873s

Overview of the Collection:

Repository: U.S. Army Military History Institute
Creator: John C. Harguth
Dates: WWI
Title: The John C. Harguth Photograph Collection
Extent: 338 photographs, 1 wide box
Biography:

John Christopher Harguth was born July 2, 1896 in Waseca, Minnesota, to parents who emigrated from East Prussia to Minnesota in the early 1890’s. He joined the U.S. Army on February 25, 1918 and was assigned to Headquarters Company, 32nd Engineers. Private Harguth traveled overseas on the U.S.S. Leviathan, leaving Hoboken, New Jersey on May 22, 1918 and arriving in Brest, France on May 30, 1918. He served in the Headquarters of the 32nd Engineers at Bordeaux Embarkation Camp. While stationed there he made side trips to Lille, Nord and Biarritz. After returning to the United States, he attended the University of Minnesota and received a Doctorate of Dental Surgery in 1931. He married Marcella Marie Small in October of 1932, and they had three children. He lived in Minnesota for the rest of his life and remained an active member of the community, serving in the Knights of Columbus. He died May 3, 1977 in Olmsted, Minnesota.

Scope and Content of the Collection:

This collection of World War I photographs includes both labeled and unlabeled photographs, as well as postcards. The collection belonged to John C. Harguth who served with Headquarters Company of the 32nd Engineers, in France during and after World War I. Photographs include images of Soldiers, equipment, battlefields, artillery, trenches, camp life, civilians, towns, trains, ships and landscapes.

Notes on Arrangement: The collection is arranged in original order. It was accessioned as an album and while the images were removed from the original paper, they were kept in their order and a preservation copy of the album was made to show original order.

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research.

Ownership and Literary Rights: The John C. Harguth Photograph Collection is the physical property of MHI.

Administrative Information:

Preferred Citation: The John C. Harguth Photograph Collection, RG# 873s, Box Number, the U.S. Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania

Processed by: Processed in 2010-2011 by Jessie Faller-Parrett

Detailed Description of the Collection:

Box 1:

Folder 1 - (1 Image):
1. Line of 19 Liberty Trucks with hoods opened for possible inspection with uniformed soldiers standing to the right of the engine in motor pool. Location unknown.

Folder 2 – (4 Images):
1. “Children selling stone from Copper Mine in Bingham Canyon, Utah” 2 children (male and female) standing by rubble and the little boy is holding a white box
2. US Camp at Lake Longemer – uniformed soldiers standing under a tree at tables eating, lake visible in the background, mess kits and kitchen equipment visible.
3. Human remains on the ground surface after explosion; skulls, bones, boots, helmets, gun (rifle butt) visible.
4. Aboard US Yacht “Rambler” showing canon and death bombs (artillery shells); large naval vessels visible in background.

Folder 3 - (3 Images):
1. “Roye. (Somme)” Street view of badly damaged town; many buildings completely destroyed with piles of rubble next to buildings and in streets
2. “French Trench Mortars (220) in Action” Uniformed soldiers in dirt trenches firing mortars; smoke from mortars fills scene, obscuring view
3. “USS West Lianca at Bordeaux” Dazzle camouflage; US naval vessel in dock; row of other naval vessels extends into distance in dock

Folder 4 - (4 Images):
1. “US Coast Artillery in Action” 7 uniformed soldiers loading artillery (kind?) in forest; sign on tree reads “7th Bty. Howitzer Reet, CAC.”
2. “Camouflaged French Heavy on R.R. Car Near Vienne-Le-Chateau (Marne)” 9 uniformed soldiers standing next to or on the weapon mounted on the railroad car; in wooded area; camouflage covering top of equipment
3. “French Soldiers Advancing Thru Communication Trench” line uniformed soldiers standing/walking through trench; barbed wire strung across the top of the trench over their heads; soldiers carrying equipment and weapons
4. “French Heavy Artillery in Winter” 8 uniformed soldiers in the snow standing next to (kind?) artillery, white camouflage on artillery; snow cover on ground and trees

Folder 5 - (4 Images):
1. “Viet Guynemer And His Plane” Bi-plane with pilot sitting in cockpit; photograph taken in flight; name on plane reads, “Vieux Charles”
2. “Dead Boche (rest of label illegible)” 2 dead German, uniformed soldiers lying on ground next to earthen dugout; bushes surround the area;
3. “Boche Soldiers Near Roye (Oise)” Bodies of 2 dead German soldiers in uniform, lying in forest clearing; trees surrounding area; equipment visible near bodies
4. “Felled By A ‘Iso’ Shell (Oiye)” tree hit by artillery shell; falling over in front of a white house, which is missing windows; location unknown

Folder 6 - (4 Images):
1. “French Grenadiers. (Marne).” 4 uniformed French soldiers in trench; soldiers sitting below ground level; smoke visible in background; small wall of sandbags in trench
2. “Lear Sotssons – German Machine Guns After the Fight” 2 dead German soldiers in uniform lying next to a damaged Maschinengewehr 08 (MG08); pile of rocks/rubble next to soldiers
3. “Wiring (Barbed) Communications Trench. (Oise)” 9 uniformed soldiers stringing barbed wire across the top of earthen trench; visible telegraph wires in the trench; several soldiers smoking pipes
4. “French First Aid Station” 6 uniformed soldiers; 2 with visible bandages wrapped around their heads; piles of wood and dirt surround door to aid station; empty storage boxes

Folder 7 - (4 Images):
1. “French Search Light” 4 uniformed soldiers at night; looking in the direction of the beam of light, toward the sky; standing in a field; dark photograph
2. “Marshall Foch and General Pershing at Chaumont G. HQ” both soldiers in uniform with another (possible guard or aid) standing on the steps of the building at attention; Foch and Pershing standing at base of steps looking toward something visible out of frame; impressive building; F&P looked pleased
3. “German Heavies Captured By English Near Amiens (Somme)” captured German artillery; 15-20 uniformed soldiers sitting on or standing next to weapons; camouflage on the weapons; 2 civilian women and 2 small children sitting on side of artillery as well
4. “French Tank Leading Attack Along The Marne” at least 8 French, uniformed soldiers in a field in front of tree line/forest; soldiers following behind a French tank, a Schneider CA1

Folder 8 - (3 Images):
1. 2 rows of artillery with camouflage; lined up in an open field area; tow-able with wheels; label on tube of gun reads, “Perolyzerm”
2. “Camouflaged Road Near LTVRT (Marne)” uniformed soldiers on ladders standing behind camouflage nets, looking out toward distance; 2 soldiers on horseback
3. “Plane Abandoned By Germans” bi-plane with cross markings; in open area/field with 2 buildings to the rear of the plane

Folder 9 - (4 Images):
1. “French ‘75’ in Abri Near Rhiems” French 75mm field gun in wooden bunker; earth and sand bags cover the top of the bunker
2. U.S. naval vessel in dock with large crane lowering unknown materials in cargo net onto the deck; uniformed soldiers line upper deck, looking out windows; inscription on back: “Pvt. Nealie Stephens 312 Labor Boat Co C”
3. Large pile of neatly stacked barrels in motor pool area with visible railroad cars, loaded with barrels; inscription on back: “A pile of powder barrels near Bordeaux”
4. “Inflating A French Sausa Balloon” air ship on ground, in open area; under tarp weighted down with sand bags; many uniformed soldiers watching

Folder 10 - (4 Images):
1. “French Front Line Trenches” trench with 4 uniformed soldiers; 3 peering over the top; trench reinforced with rocks and sand bags; French Lebel Model 1886 rifles leaning against wall of trench
2. “Training French Red Cross Dogs in the Trenches” uniformed soldiers in shallow dirt trench; looking out over trenches; several dogs in the trench with soldiers; soldiers have Lebel Model 1886 rifles on their backs
3. “American Artillery” 8 uniformed soldiers standing around artillery piece with 1 soldier loading a shell; under camouflage netting held up by small logs
4. “Bridge at Mousson” dilapidated buildings with bridge in background leading toward larger building, possibly a church; boat partially visible in foreground

Folder 11 - (4 Images):
1. “The Church at Ablain St. Nazaire (P of C)” ruins of a church, surrounded by rubble with dead trees; open area with destruction visible everywhere; pockets of snow cover on ground
2. “On Board USS Rumpler. Ready For Subs” 9+ uniformed sailors on deck; 1 looking out with pair of binoculars; several other manning forward 3”/50 gun while serving in French waters; (ship’s actual name was USS Rambler, photograph incorrectly identifies name)
3. 2 uniformed American soldiers holding M1903 Springfield rifles; another soldier in clothes wearing German helmet with shovel [possibly German POW]; buildings in background appear to be barracks
4. “Night Flight at Le Bourget” bi-plane in spotlight; very dark photo; 10 or so soldiers barely visible in part of beam of spotlight; hats/helmets indicate soldiers possibly in uniform

Folder 12 - (3 Images):
1. “French Artillery Observation Post” ladder leading up to post in tree; uniformed French soldier standing on platform looking down at photographer/camera
2. Landscape view of mountains with houses, buildings visible in the foreground; road over mountain barely visible in distance; inscription on back: “At Cauteret”
3. “US Cemetery at Belleauwood” cemetery with many rows of crosses marking graves; figure standing to right of photograph facing away from the photographer

Folder 13 - (4 Images):
1. “‘Fritz’ ‘Fini’-Near Belloy (Oise)” dead German soldier in uniform; wearing rucksack and helmet; laying in field; pile of rifle shells next to him
2. “French Tanks Going Into Line” line of Renault FT-17 tanks moving down dirt road; uniformed soldier riding on tank in foreground; another on a motor cycle to the front left of the tank; several others walking in between tanks
3. “Clemenceau Visiting Aviation Field On French Front” 5 figures visible in foreground, including Georges Clemenceau standing in front of Breguet 14 biplane with many uniformed soldiers in background
4. “Remains Of A Boche” dead German soldier; visible skull with rest of body still in uniform, lying on metal container

Folder 14 - (4 Images):
1. “Destroyed R.R. Bridge Near Chateau-Thierry” Remains of railroad bridge collapsed into river; field visible across river; collapsed stones and tracks visible in foreground
2. 10 Standard B Liberty trucks lined up in motor pool area; American soldier in uniform washing the first truck in line
3. Uniformed troops standing on dock next to ship; many soldiers lining railing of ship, while other wait in line to board; soldiers in a band with bass drum bearing 158th Inf. Band label; inscription on back: “Band playing at docks”
4. “Toul French Plane For A Flight” Nieuport 17 biplane in field with 2 men standing in front; other planes partially visible in background

Folder 15 - (4 Images):
1. “Caudron Plane” Caudron G4 biplane; 2 men sitting in cockpit; very close view of front of plane, only showing the span between the two engines
2. Three rows of buildings very close together; structures are uniform, possibly base
3. Train sitting on railroad tracks; camouflaged cars with railway gun (appears to be French 520mm Howitzer); 2 uniformed soldiers sitting on top of car
4. “Bridge at Chateau-Thierry Blown Up By The Americans” destroyed bridge; spans river with houses, possible a town in background

Folder 16 - (3 Images):
1. Train on rail road tracks; markings “U.S. 69” on train; in train yard or motor pool of some sort; 6 uniformed soldiers standing next to rear of train; red cross symbol painted on the side; inscription on back: “Red Cross Train Beau Desert Hospital”
2. Ship in dock; name on bow is “Eastern Sea”
3. Uniformed troops standing on dock next to ship; many soldiers lining railing of ship, while others wait in line to board; soldiers in a band with bass drum bearing 158th Inf. Band label (Identical image to Folder 14, Image 3)

Folder 17 - (3 Images):
1. “Capt. Guynemer in Flight” Spad SVII bi-plane in flight; single propeller; letter “S” on the tail of the plane
2. 5 American soldiers in uniform; standing on crane on rails in train yard
3. Close view of ship with cargo net hoisting materials, lowering them to deck with 2 soldiers waiting in background; another uniformed soldier visible in foreground; life rafts visible on ship

Folder 18 - (4 Images):
1. “155’s In Action East Of Roye” uniformed soldiers firing 155mm Howitzers; crates and extra shells visible; countryside in distance
2. Uniformed soldier sitting on snowy field, in front of rock face pointing towards distance (cannot see what he might be pointing toward)
3. Troop ship in dock; soldiers in uniform lining the decks; large cranes on rails next to dock
4. “Trench Scene at Bataglan” view into established trench lined with ‘rooms’ for the soldiers; several uniformed soldiers visible; trees above trench stripped of leaves and branches
Folder 19 - (4 Images):
1. “Bridge At Chateau-Thierry Blown Up During German Advance” rubble from destroyed bridge; buildings of town show visible damage, ranging from broken windows to partially destroyed walls
2. Walled in cemetery on hillside; buildings next to one side; trees line perimeter
3. Buildings in rows in a base area
4. “Heavy German Battery At Ostend Belgium” entrenched piece of German artillery, camouflaged with grass to match surrounding area; open field in distance

Folder 20 - (4 Images):
1. “Chateau-Thierry” ruins of a destroyed building with rubble surrounding outside
2. Train stationary on railroad tracks filled with wheels; piles of wheels in open area along tracks, appears to be a rail yard; buildings in background; visible telephone lines
3. Bridge over a wide river with 6 boats/barges on the river sailing toward the bridge; buildings visible in distance
4. “German Dugout in Forest” cement, underground dugout/bunker; trees surrounding structure; uniformed soldier walking into dugout

Folder 21 - (3 Images):
1. Dock area with buildings and cranes on rails; row of cranes in background
2. Railroad tracks next to water; ships in docks next to row of cranes preparing to load materials onto ships; uniformed soldiers walking along railroad tracks towards ship
3. “U.SAmbulance Service With The French Army” ambulance parked in front of partially destroyed building now serving as hospital; Red Cross flag over doorway; group of uniformed soldiers standing out front wearing Red Cross arm bands; Ambulance #35790

Folder 22 - (4 Images):
1. Street view of town/city; large buildings line both sides of street; railroad tracks in middle of street; 2 men appear to be repairing tracks; shovels laying in street; civilians walking down street
2. “Destroyed Boche Stronghold (Somme)” remains of trench filled with rubble; 1 dead uniformed soldier visible, lying on ground
3. Large piece of artillery with camouflage (white dots); uniformed U.S. Soldiers standing next to gun; standing in front of buildings part of a storage area
4. View across open field toward horizon; field completely barren; blurry

Folder 23 - (4 Images):
1. View across open field toward hills/mountains in far distance; small fenced in area visible in field in foreground
2. Grave of soldier; cross to mark site; inscription on cross reads “Killed in Action 18 Spt (rest is illegible)”
3. 2 American soldiers in uniform posing in front of 2 FT-17 tanks; on hill covered with small rubble
4. 2 American soldiers in uniform posing in front of statue in square; location unknown; other soldiers visible to right side of photograph; buildings in background show signs of massive destruction, only exterior walls remain standing

Folder 24 - (4 Images):
1. Ruins/remains of a building with part of only one wall standing; covered in snow; other partially damaged buildings visible in background
2. Street in a town with destroyed buildings and rubble lining sidewalks; line of Standard B Liberty trucks, parked along curb down the street; person on bicycle visible riding towards camera
3. Ruins of a house with a large pile of rubble where the house once stood; destroyed structure next to a still-standing house with roof destroyed and part of front face; 2 uniformed soldiers standing in front
4. Large piece of artillery with camouflage; tube of artillery piece split; standing in front of ruins/remains of church; uniformed soldiers standing to rear left of weapon; other artillery pieces standing in the rear part of the photograph; snow cover on ground

Folder 25 - (4 Images):
1. 3 American soldiers in uniform, sitting around a table drinking a beer with a 4th beer on the table, possibly the photographers; 1 of the soldiers smoking a pipe; visible soldier walking in background
2. Rubble of building with other partially destroyed buildings in view; next to river with more destruction of buildings visible in background
3. 7 soldiers in uniform standing in front of entrance to shelter dug into side of hill; sign on bunker reads “Porte Fermee S.P.D.P.”; snow cover on ground
4. Street corner of a town; ruins of several buildings remain; groups of civilians present; man in foreground of photograph; visible telephone lines

Folder 26 - (3 Images):
1. Rubble of destroyed buildings lying amongst the partially standing walls; 1 uniformed soldier in foreground with civilian standing/walking several meters away
2. Photograph taken standing on railroad tracks, looking toward the tracks in the distance; trees visible in distance
3. Small bridge over river lined with uniformed soldiers; another group of men in small group on other side; sign in foreground reads “Pont pour A.L.G.P 28 tonnes dont 18 sur lessieu”

Folder 27 - (4 Images):
1. Statue of Louis XV in square; 2 uniformed soldiers and 1 civilian with backs to camera; 1 man and 2 women standing on base of statue posing; building in background shows major signs of destruction with only exterior walls remaining; same statue/square as Folder 23, Image 4
2. Remains of a partially destroyed building; rubble piled near sides of house; covered with snow
3. Ruins of a large building; part of walls still standing but much of building destroyed; snow cover on ground; sign on building reads “Varennes”
4. Cemetery with graves of German soldiers; many graves visible in background with focus on 2 in foreground; inscriptions in German, read “Hier ruht in Gott Ers Res. Stefan Luxenburger geb 20.7.85 zu Hirmberg gef. 29.6.17 bei Deulemont 9 Komp bay. R.J.R. 21” and “Hier ruhet in Gott Kanonier Richard Drosdek geb 4.2.95 gef. 6.9.18 Feldari Real 112 Stab II A Btg.”; adorned with iron crosses

Folder 28 - (2 Images):
1. Buildings along street in town; all of the buildings show some damage with many of the buildings destroyed; partially standing walls of other buildings still visible; large pile of rubble where buildings once stood
2. Landscape view; flat, barren land with river winding through center of photograph

Folder 29 - (3 Images):
1. Uniformed soldiers marching in formation over barely visible bridge, through remains/partially destroyed town area; civilians standing to side of street watching the soldiers
2. Underground dugout; partially covered by snow
3. Ladder leaning against a tree leading up to a small platform in the tree; perhaps an artillery observation post; similar structure to that pictured in Folder 12, Image 1

Folder 30 - (3 Images):
1. Street view of town with large church as focal point in distance; trees and buildings line the street leading up to the church; 4 people visible walking on street in the distance
2. Rubble and partially destroyed buildings on street corner in a town; 1 uniformed soldier with back to camera in immediate foreground; several other people visible in distance along the buildings; sign on building reads "Reims Cathedrale Photographie Cartes Postales"
3. Open field; barren with no trees or structures; row of holes in foreground

Folder 31 - (3 Images):
1. Partial view of the remains of large church; structure remains but all of the windows destroyed; piles of rubble along street; at least 5 people visible walking along street
2. Remains of a church; much of the building destroyed, including all windows; piles of rubble lining street leading to church
3. Brick/cobblestone street in town leading toward a building, likely a church; buildings lining street going toward the church; railroad (trolley) tracks in center of street; several persons walking along street in background; civilian man pulling a wheeled cart in foreground

Folder 32 - (4 Images):
1. Destroyed building; one wall still standing with rubble surrounding; other partially destroyed building partially barely visible behind
2. Street view of town, toward statue/square area; still-standing buildings in the distance, with rubble of destroyed buildings lining the street in the foreground; many people walking along street, including 2 women visible in foreground
3. Cemetery surrounded by barbed wire with many graves; expands well into distance of photograph; likely dead German soldiers due to iron crosses on graves
4. Partially destroyed town, with rubble of many buildings visible; building in foreground is nearly destroyed; snow cover on the ground

Folder 33 - (4 Images):
1. Street corner of town; building with windows blown out; sign on building reads “Café (rest is illegible)”; pile of rubble making up most of the block; truck on street; church in far background of photograph
2. Battlefield covered with snow; trees stripped of limbs and several felled; 7 uniformed soldiers in distance
3. “German Plane Brought Down Near Nesle (Somme)” wreckage of German plane in an open field with cross marking
4. Group of civilian men posing on street in town in front of pile of rubble; posing with wheelbarrows; possibly clean up damage from street and the town

Folder 34 - (4 Images):
1. Large cement walls of structure in rear of photograph; snow cover on ground; visible barren trees
2. Pyramid of cylindrical barrels; piled on wheeled carts in storage area, perhaps a train yard or motor pool
3. Railroad tracks running parallel to rows of rectangular buildings; photograph taken from high position looking down toward tracks
4. View of unknown town from water level; bridge spanning river visible; many intact buildings lining river; horse drawn covered wagon crossing the bridge

Folder 35 - (4 Images):
1. Train depot/station with train in station; 3 sets of railroad tracks; 2 people standing in middle of track area; piles of goods stored next to track and near large building; visible telephone
lines; sign on building reads “Depot Quartermaster”; inscription on back: “Warehouses at Bassens docks”

2. A castle; entrance to large stone castle with small windows; uniformed soldier posing in front of entrance

3. “Man - Rue de Chauny” street with visible destruction; buildings still standing but badly damaged; piles of rubble

4. Large empty hall of Red Cross building; sign in hall reads “American Red Cross Canteen” ceiling lined with 48-star American flags; more than 20 flags visible hanging from the ceiling

Folder 36 - (4 Images):
1. View of town on water’s edge from water level; buildings show visible damage with partially collapsed walls and missing windows

2. 7 uniformed soldiers standing in camp/living area; 4 of the 7 have weapons drawn on 3 unarmed uniformed soldiers, possibly prisoners of war

3. Uniformed soldiers in formation lining dock area next to ship in band, with instruments, including visible drums and trombones; many other uniformed soldiers in background boarding the ship; similar to Folder 14 Image 3

4. Street lined with rubble and partially destroyed and destroyed buildings; destruction extends into the distance along the street

Folder 37 - (4 Images):
1. Bridge with many civilians traveling across the bridge; moving in both directions, toward the photographer and away; horse-drawn carts on the bridge, with one immediately in the foreground

2. 2 cars of a train, including the engine on train tracks; “No 169” on side of engine

3. Many rows of barrels lined up next to each other on an open area of ground; trees surround perimeter of area containing barrels

4. Motor pool area with soldiers marching in formation down a street next to a row of buildings; soldiers parallel to train tracks extending into distance; visible telephone phones with wires; photograph taken from high vantage point, looking down toward soldiers

Folder 38 - (4 Images):
1. Uniformed soldier standing on street corner in front of partially destroyed buildings; rubble lining area next to damaged building behind him; snow cover on ground

2. Field lined with at least 10 rows of spoke-wheels; other materials in distance, along with buildings; inscription on back: “US Ordnance”

3. 2 young men standing in front of gate on street in the country; two columns of gate made of cement with an iron gate extending between the two columns; street lined with trees extends into distance

4. “Street in Noyon Mined By Germans” several uniformed soldiers and civilian men along street in a town, lined with buildings, covered with rubble; sign in foreground reads “MINES DANGER DE MORT DEFENSE d’ENTRER;” soldiers appear to be cleaning up street

Folder 39 - (4 Images):
1. Rail yard in disrepair; train on tracks carrying equipment and dismantled artillery pieces; area next to tracks lined with barren trees, as well as pieces of discarded equipment; side of tracks opposite train lined with several buildings; photograph taken from high vantage point, looking down toward train; “US Cannon near docks”

2. Grave of U.S. soldier; cross on marking grave bears inscription Roderick W. MacDonald PVT. HQ CO 32 ENGR’S Died Feb 23”; wreath laid on top of grave; appears to be part of larger cemetery

3. Aerial view with visible trench line winding back and forth through the countryside; no visible trees or structures in field

4. 2 uniformed soldiers sitting on train flat bed cars transporting artillery
Folder 40 - (3 Images):
1. Street in a town/city lined with buildings at least 5 stories high; many civilians, especially women lining street; appear to be buying goods from carts lining the street; one automobile visible further down the street
2. 2 uniformed soldiers posing with man in suit, in market area of a city; groups of plants around the area, appear to be for sale; civilians in several different areas around the photograph; large, relatively intact building (only a few missing windows) in background
3. Row of buildings lining a street; perhaps a military camp/base, everything is very regimented and similar; snow cover on the ground

Folder 41 - (4 Images):
1. 4 uniformed soldiers standing along rock face in a wooded area; soldiers are looking down at pond, with backs to the camera; statues along rock face
2. Town with many large, light-colored, intact buildings; many civilians moving about the street in the distance; town slopes downhill from the photographer's position
3. 3 uniformed soldiers posing for the photograph along a well-maintained street in a town; posting with French 75mm field artillery piece; civilians in background in horse-drawn carriages and one riding a bicycle
4. Well maintained street in a town, lined with trees on both sides; statue of unknown figure visible; several civilians in the far distance

Folder 42 - (3 Images):
1. Cobblestone street in a city; large 3 or 4 story buildings lining the street on the left side, trees on the right side; trolley tracks built into the street with a trolley on the tracks; civilians moving about along the sidewalk in the distance
2. 3 different artillery pieces in front of large, stone obelisk; hieroglyphics on obelisk; several large 3 or 4 story buildings with columns in background; 1 uniformed soldier posing with artillery, near the obelisk
3. Shrine to the Blessed Virgin Mary; white statue of Mary in a rock alcove; rocks covered with ivy; possible garden in front of the statue; greenery planted in rows, protected by twine strung around series of sticks; inscription on back: "Statue of the Virgin at Lourdes (Grotte) 2-7-19"

Folder 43 - (3 Images):
1. Well maintained street in a town, lined with trees on both sides; statue of unknown figure visible; several civilians in the far distance (photograph identical to Folder 41, Image 4)
2. 2 uniformed soldiers posing on street in French city; large 4 and 5 story buildings line street in background; words on building are "Hotel Flandre & D'AngleTerre Hotel Restaurant" 2 horse-drawn carriages several meters behind the soldiers; several other uniformed soldiers visible in background, talking to one another
3. 8 men posing in front of a shop, including 3 uniformed soldiers; sign on window of shop reads “Coiffeur”

Folder 44 - (3 Images):
1. Well maintained street in city with trolley tracks built into the ground; trolley on tracks; row of large buildings to left side of photograph; artillery lining both sides of street with civilians walking amongst
2. Central area of town with statue on sidewalk, surrounded by artillery; area around sidewalk lined with trees; lamppost post in foreground of photograph
3. 7 uniformed soldiers posing with white spots and markings on their helmets (32 Engineer Logo AEF); posing in front of tents; tops of trees visible in background; inscription on back: “Boys of Hdq. Co.”

Folder 45 - (3 Images):
1. Cobblestone street in unknown city; 3 or 4 story buildings lining both sides of the street with large building with rotunda at the far end of the street in the distance; automobile driving
along the street toward the camera; civilians moving about on sidewalks on both sides of the street; visible lampposts

2. Dirt road in heavily traveled area of city; trees lining both sides of the street; automobile traveling along street toward camera; civilians visible in far background

3. 5 or 6 pieces of artillery lined up in between a row of trees; appears to be along a road in a town; buildings barely visible in distance

Folder 46 - (4 Images):
1. Large stone building, with columns in a city; building 4 or 5 stories, surround by other 3-5 story buildings; many civilians, including women, moving about in front of building

2. Landscape view of vineyard; town with many buildings spreading out in background; photograph taken from a hill or other high vantage point

3. Baseball game in Army base; players visible in action with many people lining the sides of the makeshift field to watch

4. Large buildings lining well-maintained street in town, 2 automobiles visible parked along street; many civilians moving about to and from the shops lining the street

Folder 47 - (4 Images):
1. Baseball game in Army base; players visible in action with many people lining the sides of the field to watch; photograph appears to be of same game pictured in Folder 46, Image 3, taken from a slightly different angle

2. 2 uniformed soldiers and 2 civilian men posing along side a row French 75mm field guns painted with camouflage; artillery lined up along street; one of the posing soldiers seated on one of the guns; one of the civilians holding a bicycle; large building visible in background with lampposts visible behind the artillery; trees along sidewalk

3. Traffic circle in, likely French city; two automobiles visible, one moving toward the camera, the other moving away; large vehicle (perhaps a bus) moving down the street behind the automobile; large buildings on opposite side of the circle from the photographer; large statue sitting in the middle of the traffic circle; civilians and several uniformed soldiers moving about on sidewalk area

4. Row of uniformed soldiers posing in from of large, 4+ story stone building; no signs of destruction, as windows are intact and no rubble visible

Folder 48 - (4 Images):
1. 2 uniformed soldiers posing in front of two parallel rows of long steps; posing with 2 small children; other civilians moving about in the photograph

2. Group of uniformed soldiers posing with other civilians, including men in suits, young boys, a woman, man in a kilt and a police officer; posing in front of unidentifiable building

3. Aerial view of city out over the rooftops; likely taken from a taller building; large town, location unknown, extends far into the distance

4. Three uniformed soldiers standing next to an unidentified small structure; trees in background; area around building looks in disrepair

Folder 49 – (4 Images):
1. Large multi-story building; row of uniformed soldiers sitting along fence in front of building; cobblestone plaza extends in front of soldiers

2. Open plaza in foreground; buildings in far distance; small fenced-in park to left of photograph; people visible in far distance

3. Street view, looking toward large building with 8 columns; automobiles line both sides of street, parked along sidewalk; horse-drawn carriage in immediate foreground; left side of street lined with buildings, with shops/cafes on first floor; tables and chairs out front under awning

4. Statue of unknown figure on corer of street; large, multi-story building behind it; group of uniformed soldiers line corner, surrounding group of several different kinds of artillery pieces, including French 75mm Field Guns
Folder 50 - (4 Images):
1. Open cobblestone plaza; large buildings surrounding open area; statue of unknown person to the left; civilians walking through the plaza toward the photographer
2. Street lined with trees and lampposts on both sides, perhaps a park area; uniformed soldier running across the street in the center
3. 2 uniformed soldiers posing in a large city/town; rows of buildings in the background; visible horse-drawn carriage to the left rear of the soldiers; automobile directly behind the soldiers with a driver inside, and another man standing on the running board; words on building read, "Hotel Flandre & D'AngleTerre Hotel Restaurant," similar to Folder 43, Image 2
4. Artillery in urban area; uniformed soldier posing with it; lampposts visible to the left of the gun; additional French 75mm Field Gun in the background

Folder 51 - (4 Images):
1. Street in unidentified city; photograph taken from balcony of building looking down toward the street; civilians moving about in the picture; 2-car trolley also visible
2. 3 uniformed soldiers posing with French 75mm field gun piece; one soldier sitting on the barrel of the artillery piece, one leaning against it and the other standing to the side; gun along street in town; other civilians moving around street in background; trees and lampposts lining street
3. Town, with large intact buildings; castle-like structure on hill in the distance; inscription on back: "at Cauteret"
4. Group of uniformed soldiers, some facing the camera, others with their back to the camera; in front of large ornate structure, with fence and tree line in front of it

Folder 52 - (3 Images):
1. Square in a city, with large, very ornate buildings surround the plaza; several uniformed soldiers in the foreground, with many other civilians milling around in the background; tables with umbrellas to the rear of the plaza, with patrons sitting at them; possibly a restaurant
2. 2 uniformed soldiers posing in front of a row of camouflaged artillery; at least 10; artillery lined up in front of a large building, only 2 stories visible due to angle of photograph
3. Street corner with 5 pieces of artillery lining the sidewalk; two civilian women walking on sidewalk away from camera; trees lining side of street opposite artillery; buildings in distance

Folder 53 - (3 Images):
1. Train boxcars; uniformed soldiers peaking out windows and doors of cars looking toward camera; one car in full view, center of the frame, with partial view of two others
2. 2 uniformed soldiers posing in square of city/town; large 4-5 story buildings visible behind the soldiers; civilians moving about the town in the rear of the frame; horse-drawn carriage partially visible directly behind the soldiers; very similar to Folder 43, Image 2
3. Piece of artillery in urban area; uniformed soldier posing with it; lampposts visible to the left of the piece and in the background; additional piece of artillery in the background; identical to Folder 50, Image 4

Folder 54 - (3 Images):
1. Large stone structure, appears to be a church; parts of stained glass rose windows remaining; group of uniformed soldiers gathered in a circle in front of the church looking inward, toward center of circle
2. Church sitting on side of French square; photograph taken across part of central statue/garden; civilian moving about in background
3. Side view of statue of unknown uniformed military figure on horseback; 2 different artillery pieces next to statue; group of uniformed soldiers gathered to the rear of the statue

Folder 55 - (2 Images):
1. Street view of city; one street diverges into two; with a building standing at the Y in the street; civilians, both men and women moving about along the sidewalks and the street shopping and conversing
2. Boat canal very close to bank; name on boat is “Denis Papin”; 2 men on deck of the boat holding/pulling on rope, possibly to pull the boat closer to shore

Folder 56 - (3 Images):
1. Woman with large hat walking toward camera; in background, statue of unknown military figure on horseback in central area of square/plaza; many other persons, both uniformed soldiers and civilian visible in background near statue
2. Very large Ferris wheel; location unknown, but appears to be in some sort of park
3. La tour Eiffel; looking toward the Eiffel Tower in the background, with park/gardens in foreground; visible lampposts lining the edge of the grassy area

Folder 57 - (2 Images):
1. Row of artillery; lined up in street, along sidewalk in town/city area; camouflage dots painted on artillery; visible lampposts lining sidewalks; large building in background
2. Park area with a central fountain; two visible flower garden areas to front left and front right of fountain; trees in distance lining central grassy area

Folder 58 - (2 Images):
1. Uniformed soldier standing guard on street corner; uniformed police officer walking in street around corner; buildings line street on left side, with row of small trees along the other; inscription on back: “Biarritz”
2. 4 people, including 3 uniformed soldiers posing on steps in front of large marble building with large windows; bushes line building with grass in front

Folder 59 - (2 Images):
1. Church/shrine area appears to be underground; rows of pews facing toward alter area; candles and visible at the front; several civilian persons sitting in the pews and standing at the front of the shine area; inscription on back: “The Grotto at Lourdes 2-7-19”
2. Bustling street in city; many uniformed soldiers and civilians moving along the street toward and away from the camera; buildings line sides of street; inscription on back: “Bordeaux”

Folder 60 - (3 Images):
1. Large structure; surrounded by open grassy area directly in front of the house, with crops of trees on either side; windows appear to be broken; building sustained other damage as well; inscription on back: “Biarritz”
2. 2 young children posing on road; boy is wearing a hat and holding something in his hands; little girl is wearing a bonnet and a dress; inscription on back: “Biarritz”
3. 8 civilian women posing in front of building; all wearing dark dresses; several are holding baskets; woman on end has basket on her head; large buildings visible in background; inscription on back: “Women Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Biarritz”

Folder 61 - (3 Images):
1. 3 uniformed soldiers with a large half track vehicle; one soldier standing next to it; one standing on the rear of the vehicle and one sitting in the driver’s seat; several other similar vehicles line the area behind the one on display
2. Shrine built into a rock face; a number of statues of figures facing inward toward the central part of the rocks
3. Uniformed soldier playing baseball, posing with glove facing the camera; row of African American soldiers behind him, wearing various clothing, some in uniform; appear to be on a base of some sort; inscription on back: “Algerians”

Folder 62 - (2 Images):
1. Landscape view of mountains in distance, with houses/buildings and railroad tracks in the foreground; inscription on back: “Hendage, France on Spanish Border”
2. 4 men standing on a platform working on some bags with a crane; 1 man in uniform, with 3 others in civilian clothes; at least 4 large sacks on a palate, with one man hooking a rope to something dangling from above (presumably a hook from a crane)

Folder 63 - (3 Images):
1. Road in city, lined with multi-story (5+) buildings, that appear to be in good condition with no visible damage; horse-drawn cart/carriage sitting along side of street; 1 uniformed soldier standing along side of street in distance; inscription on back: “Maine Street Biarritz”
2. 8 uniformed soldiers posing in front of large vehicle; helmets have the 32nd Engineer logo on them; appear to be standing in base area; inscription on back: “Hdq. Boys”
3. Street view in a town with a mule/donkey-drawn cart and a cattle-drawn cart along the side of the street; 1 civilian man is standing in the back of the near cart, moving materials in the back around; 2 civilian women standing on the ground next the far cart; uniformed soldier standing on sidewalk looking on, with buildings lining the sidewalk behind him; inscription on back: “At Cauteret”

Folder 64 - (3 Images):
1. 3 uniformed soldiers posing with two children carrying materials on their shoulders; standing along low stone wall, with barren trees behind them and a visible snow covered mountain in the distance; inscription on back: “At Lourdes 2-12-19”
2. Head on view of the engine of a train, sitting on railroad tracks; no identifying markings on the train; driver, perhaps, faintly visible standing on train
3. Numerous uniformed soldiers sitting on stacks of wood and other supplies in a train yard; supplies piled next to the visible railroad tracks

Folder 65 - (2 Images):
1. Street view in a city, with many civilians and uniformed soldiers moving about along the brick lined street; several wheeled carts line the road; large, multi-story buildings on either side of the street appear to be in good condition
2. Side view of a uniformed soldiers sitting on rock, looking out toward the distance; rock at waters edge; inscription on back: “Rue St. Catherine Bordeaux”

Folder 66 - (2 Images):
1. Trolley on a street waiting to pick up passengers; several small children standing to the side of the trolley; café with tables an umbrella in background of photograph, with patrons sitting at the tables; trolley appears to have advertisements on the top which read “Cafes Masset” and “Sento Motella”
2. Line of uniformed soldiers, outside of a wooden building, holding mess kits and canteens – presumably waiting for chow; buildings appear to be in an established base area, lined with other buildings and telephone poles

Folder 67 - (3 Images):
1. 4 uniformed soldiers posing with musical instruments; far left soldier is holding a sousaphone; next to him is a soldier holding a trombone; next to him a soldier is holding a euphonium (baritone); the soldier on the far right is also holding a euphonium (baritone); posing in an open area, with the buildings of a base/camp in the far distance; inscription on back: “Camp Genicart 2-17-19”
2. 3 civilians posing with a uniformed soldier; 3 civilians tending to cows, which appear to be pulling a plow; dog sitting in the foreground of the photograph; small buildings and hillside in background; inscription on back: “At Pierre-Fitte 2-15-19”
3. A large, very ornate building in a crop of trees; possibly a castle, with turrets and many other distinct features including balconies

Folder 68 - (1 Image):
1. Street view of base/encampment, with uniformed soldiers walking up and down the street; small buildings lining both sides of the street

Folder 69 - (4 Images):
1. 5 uniformed soldiers posing with a piece of bulldozing equipment; 4 soldiers sitting on top of the equipment, with an additional soldier standing next to it; equipment painted with camouflage; in area with wooden buildings; inscription on back: “Jaken at Genicart”
2. 4 uniformed soldiers hiking up snow covered hill/mountain; in an isolated environment, surrounded by trees, with snow covered mountain visible in background; inscription on back: “At Cauteret”
3. View of cemetery; many rows of crossing lining the area, with a few trees; soldiers walking near cemetery, looking at graves
4. Harbor/dock area next to unidentified body of water; steam ship in smaller dock area closer to foreground of picture; 3 large tall ships visible in background of picture; several boats visible on the water; inscription on back: “Lake to Bordeaux”

Folder 70 - (4 Images):
1. Landscape view, with vineyard in foreground and large building in background along what appears to be railroad tracks
2. 2 men posing in grassy area, with a building partially visible in background; one man wearing the uniform of a priest, the other in civilian clothes
3. Very large ship in dock; next to railroad tracks, with many cars attached together, sitting along tracks; another large ship in dock visible in the background; one uniformed soldier standing along railroad tracks in foreground
4. 5 uniformed soldiers posing in a vehicle; 2 in the driver/passenger seats, with 3 others standing on the back of the vehicle; appears to be pulling out of a motor pool area

Box 2:

Folder 1 - (2 Images):
1. Railroad tracks with train cars sitting on the tracks, extending to fill the entire view of the photograph; cars loaded with artillery carts; 2 uniformed soldiers standing on bed of one of the railroad cars posing with an artillery cart
2. “DAK – Le Pont va du Chateau – Le.” Post card with a view of a 4 arch stone bridge spanning a river; view from the perspective of standing in a grassy area shaded by trees; person walking along the bridge

Folder 2 - (4 Images):
1. Row of military equipment, including trucks, half track tractors and other large pieces; number of uniformed soldiers standing on the side of the half track tractor
2. Rail yard, with two sets of railroad tracks extending into distance; large wooden structure next to tracks, with other materials also stored along tracks
3. Fenced in base area, with permanent buildings in several rows; tents also visible just inside the fence; gate allows access to fenced area; uniformed soldier standing guard
4. Large building appears to be a motor pool, with many different bays for vehicle storage; visible bays have vehicles inside; several uniformed soldiers visible, either in the bays of the building or standing on equipment in the foreground

Folder 3 - (4 Images):
1. Large open field with several rows of large trucks lining the central open area; many (more than 20) vehicles visible; several uniformed soldiers standing in left corner near a vehicle with an open bed; buildings lining both sides of open field; inscription on back: “Bassens Motor Reception Park”

2. 2 uniformed soldiers standing in front of large wooden barn/storage building; many wooden stakes in ground in area around the building

3. Train stationary on railroad tracks with steam rising from the engine; large buildings, including one with a smoke stack visible in the background; inscription on back: “US Army Engr”

4. 3 uniformed soldiers sitting on 2 pieces of artillery; 1 soldier sitting on the left weapon on the barrel; 2 soldiers sitting on the right weapon on the barrel; in large open field with a few trees visible in the background

Folder 4 - (4 Images):
1. 5 uniformed soldiers sitting on piece of artillery, tow-cart attached, with another uniformed soldier standing in front with his hand resting on the barrel; another artillery piece directly behind the one in the foreground; row of trucks off to the side in the background

2. Group of people posing in front of a ship on a dock; people posing include uniformed soldiers, well dressed (suits) civilian men and women and two nurses; gangplank to ship visible in background

3. Line of soldiers boarding a troop ship; soldiers visible on deck, standing on the gang plank and milling around the dock area; inscription on back: “Troops Boarding Troop Transport leaving for States”

4. Landscape view of rail yard and adjacent street in town area; parade of soldiers marching in formation along the street, partially visible; buildings line side of street and appear to be in good condition; trees along street are barren; inscription on back: “Troops leaving our camp for States”

Folder 5 - (2 Images):
1. Several rows of vehicles, appear to be trucks and staff cars, lined up in rows in an open field; wooden buildings line left side of open area; 2 or 3 uniformed soldiers standing in front of open bed truck; [appears to be same location as Folder 73, Image 1, but photograph taken from slightly different angle]; inscription on back: “Bassens Reception Park”

2. Close up view of sides of troop ship in dock; uniformed soldiers line both decks of the ship, looking out toward the camera, with arms resting on the railings; several more uniformed soldiers milling about on the dock area; inscription on back: “Troops ______ to leave Bassens Docks”

Folder 6 - (4 Images):
1. Rail yard with a train stopped on the far set of tracks; visible wooden building with piles of materials sitting in front of it; truck parked next to train near the wooden building

2. Landscape view of train and rail yard visible in immediate foreground; buildings lining street running parallel to railroad tracks; buildings, possibly a town extending into distance

3. 2 uniformed soldiers walking along dock area in ship yard; 2 large ships in dock, one directly behind the other; many cranes visible lining the dock next to the ships, appear to be loading materials on to the deck of the ships

4. Large ship in dock; German word painted on side of ship reads “Waffenstillstand” (translation is “truce”); 2 uniformed soldiers stand next to ship look down the hull; large crane on the dock parked next to the ship, with several smaller cranes visible on the deck of the ship
Folder 7 – (4 Images):
1. 6 uniformed soldiers standing next to a flat bed rail car, on railroad tracks; train carrying artillery; 4 soldiers standing next to/leaning on the train, 2 soldiers sitting on the train
2. Train on railroad tracks sitting on dock area directly next to a ship; contents of the train unknown; many cranes, both on the dock and on the deck of the ship, visible
3. Dock area; 6 cranes, with a partial view of a 7th visible; piles of materials staged in various areas in front of the cranes; men milling about on the dock area moving materials around
4. Row of wooden structures lining a street; appear to be in a base or camp area due to standardized nature of the buildings; many soldiers in uniform walking and/or standing next to the buildings

Folder 8 - (3 Images):
1. Passenger train, enclosed rail cars with windows, parked in a station; at least 7 cars, with beginning of train extending beyond frame of photograph; markings painted on rear of train read “U.S. 68;” sign on building in station area reads “Embarkation Building”
2. Engine of train parked on railroad tracks; buildings of possible town area partially visible behind the engine; 2 uniformed soldier visible in driver’s area of the train
3. Large, railcar-mounted piece of artillery; railcar part of larger train, attached to other cars on both sides; painted with camouflage; inscription on back: “Large Gun Mounted on a Flat Car”

Folder 9 - (3 Images):
1. Waterfront area of town; large buildings on the hill overlooking the water, with smaller structures closer to the water’s edge; photograph taken from the water looking in toward the town
2. Street in town/city area; gazebo/bandstand in central grassy area lined with trees; 4 and 5 story buildings lining street on left side; automobile parked on the right side of the street; 2 persons (unidentifiable) walking away from the photographer in the distance
3. Landscape view of city; vineyard in foreground with buildings of the town extending into the distance

Folder 10 - (3 Images):
1. Car/artillery combined vehicle; driver seat with steering wheel in the front with artillery mounted in the rear; other vehicles to the side and rear, similar in shape but unidentifiable due to canvas covering
2. Rail road tracks with stacks of pipes and large wooden beams next to the tracks; building partially visible behind the materials
3. Row of half track tractors extending into distance; partially covered with canvas material

Folder 11 - (3 Images):
1. 7 uniformed soldiers posing with 5 civilians (4 female, 1 male) in front of a house; all parties are smiling/look happy
2. Central laundry area under wooden pavilion area; 4 civilian women actively washing materials in a large central water basin; 1 uniformed soldier looking on in the background; inscription on back: “Women Washing Clothes”
3. Group of soldiers, in various uniforms posing at unknown location; central soldier with shovel in hand; inscription on back: “Algerians”

Folder 12 - (3 Images):
1. 3 uniformed soldiers sitting on a rocky area at the edge of a large body of water, looking out toward the horizon, and the waves crashing on the rocky shore
2. Landscape view, snow covered mountains in distance; tree-covered hillside in foreground
3. Landscape view of beach; waves crashing on smooth shoreline, several large rocks visible; lighthouse on point in the background; inscription on back: “Biarritz”

Folder 13 - (4 Images):
1. Town, with church in central area; ornate building that appears to be in good condition; buildings appear intact; inscription on back: “Convent at Lourdes 2-7-19”
2. Beachfront area of a town; large buildings come right to the water’s edge; waves breaking on shore; photograph taken toward the buildings
3. Street running along the water’s edge; carts, both horse-drawn and hand carried moving up and down the street; civilians (men) moving about up and down the street as well; lampposts line the street; water visible in the background
4. Shelves containing many different items; many boxes, brown paper bags and bottles line shelf and counter area; sausages draped over a line and several other food products, including other meets visible; possibly the interior of a store

Folder 14 - (3 Images):
1. Soldiers in uniform, part of a band, standing on the lawn of a large building playing their respective instruments; visible trumpets, trombones, and a bass drum; large stone building visible to side of band, with area of trees visible behind them; engineer corps insignia painted on side of bass drum
2. River/lake with dock extending down to covered platform for passengers; line of passengers coming up the ramp and dock toward land; civilian man sitting on small boat in foreground of photograph; inscription on back: “Bordeaux station”
3. Platform in station next to a train; civilians milling about on the platform in the background; 1 uniformed soldier and 1 uniformed sailor in foreground examining the side of the train

Folder 15 - (2 Images):
1. 1 uniformed soldier sitting on the edge of a rock face looking out toward the water and the horizon; waves crashing against rocks at least 10 feet below the point where the soldier sits; another figure, civilian, visible in background looking toward the soldier
2. Landscape view of a water fall in winter; snow covered rocks line both sides of the water, with icicles dangling from rocks directly adjacent to the water; mountains and trees visible in background; inscription on back: “Water fall near Spanish border”

Folder 16 - (3 Images):
1. 1 uniformed soldier posing in front of a large 4 story, white building; structure is in good condition; rock wall lining street in front of house; landscaped garden with trees, and shaped bushes in front of house; inscription on back: “At Lourdes 2-7-19”
2. Small, male child posing in front of large wooden building; smiling for camera; wearing what appears to be a soldier’s hat; standing in open area in front of a storage building
3. Cobble stone street view of a town; people, both civilians and uniformed soldiers moving about on the street, with an automobile visible in the background; building appear in good condition; lampposts lining street

Folder 17 - (4 Images):
1. Landscape view of costal area with large rocks lining the water; surf crashing and breaking against the rocks; water extends to the horizon; inscription on back: “coast at Biarritz”
2. Figure sitting on the beach looking out toward the horizon; waves breaking off shore, but water calming approaching beach; lighthouse and other buildings visible in the far distance
3. Street/bridge view with horse and donkey drawn carts moving back and forth along the bridge; carts loaded with goods, including tables and chairs; civilian men, both well-dressed, and those in work clothes, moving along the bridge as well; photograph appears similar to Folder 83, Image 4 (perhaps same location, different angle)
4. Sidewalk view in a park area; trees and grass line both sides of the sidewalk, which extends into distance
Folder 18 - (2 Images):
1. 2 railroad tracks extending toward a tunnel in the distance; tunnel at base of mountain; small stone building at side of tracks
2. 8 uniformed soldiers posing in front of a truck; engineer insignia visible on helmets; 1 soldier holding a shovel; wooden building partially visible in the background

Folder 19 - (3 Images):
1. Landscape view with vineyard in foreground; church with large steeple on hillside in distance; other buildings of a town surround the church
2. Dirt road with a wooden fence on the left side and a hillside coming down to the road on the right; uniformed soldier posing, turned toward the camera halfway down the road; trees line both sides
3. 3 civilians, a woman, and 2 two small children, a boy and a girl, posing in front of a house; woman (presumably the mother) holding flowers; little boy holding on to the woman's skirt; several other houses visible in background

Folder 20 – (4 Images):
1. Soldier baseball game; line of uniformed soldiers encircling the field; other uniformed soldiers in positions on the field; photograph taken from the outfield, behind the spectators; small buildings visible in the distance on the other side of the spectators
2. Civilian man standing on the remains of a rock wall on a sand beach; water lapping on shore; buildings of town visible in the distance on the other side of the inlet
3. 8 uniformed soldiers posing in front of a truck; engineer insignia visible on helmets; 1 soldier holding a shovel; wooden building partially visible in the background; identical to Folder 88, Image 2
4. Street view of a city, looking toward a large marble building; 12 columns line the front of the building; people, both soldiers and civilians walking around the street, and sitting on benches in a small plaza; other row buildings visible in background

Folder 21 - (4 Images):
1. Uniformed soldier posing on a sand beach in front of the water; 2 large rocks (2 or 3 times his height) visible behind him; large building visible to left side of photograph, overlooking the water
2. 2 civilians, a woman and a young boy posing with a uniformed soldier; woman holding on to donkey; boy holding something in his arms; standing in an open area, with nothing visible behind them
3. Uniformed soldier posing with 3 women and a younger boy; soldiers holding light colored sticks; small child holding a pitcher; stone building visible in background
4. 7 uniformed soldiers posing with instruments; soldier on far left holding drum major's baton; next to him a soldier holding a euphonium/baritone; next to him a soldier holding a cornet; next to him a soldier holding a trombone; next to him a soldier holding a smaller euphonium/baritone; next soldier holding a clarinet; soldier on far right holding sousaphone; buildings partially visible in background; inscription on back: “Camp Genicart 2-17-19”

Folder 22 - (2 Images):
1. “Right Side.  U.S.S. Susquehanna. In dry dock.” Large ship, in dry dock, with ladders surrounding the base; ropes extending down from the deck over the sides
2. Line of uniformed troops marching in mass formation down the street with a cable car passing to one side; soldier carrying equipment, including weapons; automobile stopped along curb on opposite side of street; buildings visible in the distance
Folder 23 - (2 Images):
1. “Heavy Sea.” Rolling ocean with white capped waves; photograph taken from deck of ship, very close to water level
2. “Right Propeller U.S.S. Susquehanna.” Right propeller of a large ship; (same ship as Folder 92, Image 1); two uniformed men working on the ship, one with his back to the camera working on the stern, the other sitting on the propeller, posing

Folder 24 - (2 Images):
1. Landscape view with vineyard in foreground and town in distance; large church in center of town with tall steeple extending above everything else
2. Flag ceremony; 3 uniformed soldiers standing next to flag pole, with one controlling the ropes and the others standing at attention; large group of uniformed soldiers in band, playing instruments; many different instruments visible, including trombones, euphoniums, sousaphones and trumpets; ceremony occurring in a camp/base area, with buildings visible on both sides of soldiers

Folder 25 - (3 Images):
1. “U.S.S. Susquehanna. Laberts Point, Va.” Large naval vessel in dock; other ships next to it; ropes extending down from the deck of the ship to secure it in place; (Laberts Point possible misspelling of Lamberts Point, Norfolk, VA)
2. 2 uniformed soldiers posing in front of large wooden warehouse in dockyard, sitting adjacent to railroad tracks; large, single rail car stationary on tracks; large cranes visible in the distance
3. “Wine Barrels. Bordeaux France.” More than a hundred barrels of wine resting on the ground in a possible park area; barrels laid out amongst trees; large buildings partially visible in background

Folder 26 - (3 Images):
1. 3 uniformed soldiers posing on cobblestone street in town; stone buildings line both sides of street, appear in good condition; large structure, possibly church visible at end of street in distance
2. 8 uniformed soldiers posing on curb in front of identical buildings, possibly barracks on base area; 6 of the soldiers have visible injuries, with 4 sitting in wheelchairs, and 2 using crutches
3. 13 uniformed soldiers posing next to trucks, with 3 more uniformed soldiers in background; standing on wooden planks; small stove/fire visible next to group; appear to be on base area, with buildings partially visible in background

Folder 27 - (1 Image):
1. “Mine Sweeper. U.S.S. Susquehanna.” Minesweeping device on a rope extending off the side of the ship; dragging through the water in rough seas

Folder 28 - (1 Image):
1. “A.H. 39 – LORMONT (Gronde) – Societe Dyle et Bacatan” Post card with view of cranes along dock area; row of buildings line street behind cranes

Folder 29 - (2 Images – Loose images)
1. River filled with cut tree trunks; part of a logging operation; river is frozen with logs stuck in place; opposite bank of river lined with evergreen trees

2. 2 rail cars including engine sitting on railroad tracks in a rail yard; couple uniformed soldiers sitting in drivers compartment of engine; another figure sitting on front of train; small building partially visible in distance

Folder 30 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. 2 rows of Liberty trucks lined up in a rail yard/motor pool; 7 uniformed soldiers walking next to trucks; part of a train visible behind the trucks; telephone poles visible
2. Unidentified man sitting on dirt hillside with 2 dogs; wearing a cap and matching button-down shirt and pants

Folder 31 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. Horse-drawn cart with two horses on a ferry sitting on the water; boat pulled up next to riverbank; cart appear ready to disembark; man sitting in driver’s seat of cart; trees line opposite riverbank
2. Small animal, possibly a weasel sitting on burlap sacks; background is blurry and unidentifiable

Folder 32 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. 3 men standing next to a cart being pulled by 2 horses; doing work in a field; perhaps logging due to number of trees down in foreground of photograph
2. Unidentified man (same individual as Folder 100, Figure 2) sitting on ground, posing with black bear cub; bear on a chain; man with dish in his lap and arm around bear; wooden fences visible in background

Folder 33 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. “41. Bordeaux – Marchi des Capucins M.D.” Post card with view of large market area; 2 large iron structures cover main area; men and women shown moving about market; horse drawn cart and trolley visible
2. “246 – Bordeaux – Les Quais (exportations)” Post card with view of dock area; carts moving about with supplies; piles of materials, including boxes and barrels stacked in piles along sides of buildings; railroad tracks leading toward water in distance; buildings visible in distance, along with smoke stack of a factory

Folder 34 - (3 Images – Loose Images):
1. “419. Bordeaux – La Rade aux Chartrons” Post card with view of busy waterfront area; many buildings line water; people moving about along railroad tracks in between the buildings; boats visible on water
2. “136 Bordeaux – Rue Vital-Carles. – Vital-Carles Street.” Post card with view of street; large building, possibly a church visible at the end of the street; trolley tracks, with trolley, in middle of street; buildings line both sides of street; men and women on sidewalk

Folder 35 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. “Biarritz – L’Eglise Russe et le Carlton-Hotel” Post card with view of street lined with large buildings; first building has large domes; sidewalks line both sides of street
2. “Biarritz. – Les Bains du Port-Vieux” Post card with view of town on hillside; wall along water area, leading to building with “beach” in front

Folder 36 - (3 Images – Loose Images):
1. “Biarritz. – Le Cassino Municipal. – L’Hotel du Palais et le Phare.” Post card view of beach front area lined with people; other people on the beach, in the water
2. “Biarritz. -- Vus generale et les Pyrenees.” Post card with view of beach area with town behind it; mountains visible in the distance

Folder 37 - (3 Images – Loose Images):
1. “Biarritz Le Grand Hotel” Post card with view of very large, ornate building on a hill; steps lead down from the hill to flat area in foreground of image lined with people sitting at tables
2. “Biarritz. – Un coup de Mer.” Post card with view of sea wall; large wave breaking over wall
3. “Biarritz. – Le Rocher de la Vierge. – LL.” Post card showing rock with tunnel carved into bottom; religious statue surrounded by fence at top; people sitting on benches at the base

Folder 38 - (1 Image – Loose Images):
1. “A.H. 21 – LORMONT La Place et le Pont du Chemin de Fer” Post card with image of bridge spanning a street; three arches; many people and horse-drawn carts visible

Folder 39 - (3 Images – Loose Images):
1. “25 LORMONT (Gironde) – Vue generale” Post card with view looking down towards town; central structure with large town appears to be a church
2. “8 – LORMONT 0 Le Chateau Genicart. Proprietaire: A. TRICOCHE.” Post card with an image of a very large house; street leading up to it lined with trees
3. “A.H. 7 – LORMONT (Gironde) – Rude du Port” Post card with view of street in town; people walking along the street; large central building (from Image 1) visible at end of street

Folder 40 - (3 Images – Loose Images):
1. “A.H. 12 – LORMONT (Gironde) – Le Debareadere” Post card with view of shore line; many row boats pulled up on shore, with dock and steam ship visible in background
2. “55 – LORMONT – Le Chateau Genicard-Trichoe” Post card with image of large building; steps leading to front door, turret from backside of structure visible
3. “A.H. 30 – LORMONT (Gironde) – Rue du Pinpin” Post card with view of town street; 2 people standing in the middle of the street

Folder 41 - (2 Images – Loose Images):
1. “15 – St. QUENTIN Maisons detruites Rue de la Sous-Prefecture – Mars 1919” Post card with image of destroyed building; rubble between two damaged structures
2. “HERBECOURT (Somme). – Le Village en ruines.” Post card with image of destroyed ruins of village; piles of rubble; 2 soldiers looking at remains of town